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      May you continue good        
   deeds like this. Surely,
you've made a lot of families
happy and placed a smile
on their faces.

direct message translation
from Filipino to English

BARANGAY 253, BINONDO — To better address Zero Hunger, another donation drive, was set on
Valentine's Day (February 14, 2021) to show love to their community. They had partnered with 7
different organizations, raising a total of 13, 500 pesos for 50 families, donating a set of canned
goods, water, and rice. At the same time, they also educated fund contributors about nationwide
hunger and ways they could help.

MANILA, PHILIPPINES — SEVEN is a 
diverse and multilingual group with 
members from 3 different countries 
--Korea, China, and the Philippines. Using 
the best of their skills, they began 
teaching Japanese, Chinese and Korean 
in TikTok, a trending social media platform. 
To be more creative, the lessons 
were animated with characters and
audio recordings as the voice-over. This 
project ended on March 27, 2021 with 
60 total videos posted on TikTok. With          
that, the SDG Quality education was tackled.

Hunger
BINONDO CHURCH, MANILA — Despite the pandemic, people
continued to solicit food. In hopes that on Christmas they would no
longer need to do so, 100 packages were sent to a local church on
December 18, 2020 using saved up allowances as funds. With that, the
SDG Zero Hunger was tackled.

Transparency Report
100 packs for Binondo Church: ₱19, 350
funds: past savings

--> 50 necessity packs: ₱9, 750
(1 bottle alcohol, 1 towel, 5 bottled waters & 1 bar soap per family)

--> 50 food packs: ₱9, 600
(8 cookies,, 5 bottled waters, 20 candies per pack)

50 family packs Project Tasuru: ₱13, 500
funds: donations (13, 500)

--> 3 Vienna sausage, 5 bottled waters, 2
canned pork w/ beans, 2 corned chicken, 2
canned tuna flakes, 2 corned beef, 3 cup
noodles, 4 instant noodles and 2 kilo rice, 

Total spent: ₱32, 850

Project Tasuru partners:

WORLDWIDE — Often, it is said that people 
learn more efficiently by practicing the language; thus, a Discord server was created. In the Discord
server, people practised the use of these languages and socialized with people from around the world
in a safe space constantly monitored by the team. At present, the server has more than 68 members
whilst still continuing to grow.

Tiffany Lam
Social Media Handler

Seven advocators founded SEVEN to help the less fortunate in Manila. In hopes to find the most suitable long-term project, 
they identified the major setbacks faced by the community, namely hunger, unemployment and lack of education. 

To further engage their audience, they began an Instagram handle.

MEMBERS:

 YOUR DREAM; OUR CAMPAIGN
SEVEN

Unemployment
BARANGAY 253, BINONDO — Due to 
the high rise in unemployment, the members
sought companies looking for people with
credentials and capabilities that fit the less
fortunate within their community. With this,
we made the project called - The Job Hunt.
With 12 urgently hiring companies, SEVEN
had created flyers which were distributed to
the local community in Binondo, Manila on
February 20, 2021. The flyers contained
companies including the contact number and
their requirements in hopes that the
unemployed would be able to find jobs. With
that, the SDG Decent Work & Economic
Growth was tackled.
NATIONWIDE, PHILIPPINES — With the
pandemic leading many teenagers to
establish start-up businesses, The Business
Tales was organised. This seminar took
place on Sunday, March 28, 2020 from 2pm -
4pm via Google Meet. The Business Tales
equips sixty (60) teenagers from different
parts of the Philippines with better
knowledge and understanding about starting
a business by listening to the business
journeys of 2 speakers, -- one with traditional
business experience, another with online
business experience. 

Lack of Education

NATIONWIDE — Instagram is the platform they chose to raise awareness on these major issues. There, SEVEN shares infographics and posters to shed
more light to the topic. Furthermore, their Instagram platform has also been their avenue to help increase publicity. 

BUSINESS
TALES

BUSINESS
SEMINAR

 

- Paco Dante, 47
(recipient of Project Tasuru donation)

Thank you so much for your donations! With it,
my family has enough to eat for one whole
month. I salute to you. 

 

 



In terms of skills, adaptability, time management, resourcefulness, report writing and
interpersonal skills, and creativity were tested and used. Looking back at these moments
as we take on the future, we realized, that the end is just the beginning. Surely, there are
more to come. As of today, we had begun to plot for our next donation drives and 
this time, it won’t just be limited to food anymore, other necessities will 
also be a plus. In the near future, SEVEN will surely continue to 
strive and find ways to help it’s community even better.

700+ viewers on TikTok
350+ individuals of Binondo, Manila
260+ on Instagram
100+ of unemployed connected to
companies
60+ members on Discord 
60+ members of the SSM Community,
40+ students from different schools 
30+ of organizations
20+ members of the local community
20+ entrepreneurs
16+ companies 

1670+ TOTAL AFFECTED

Impact

Learnings
Improved language, writing &
interpersonal skills
Cultivated perseverance, resilience
and adaptability
The state and history of their
community.

limited physical activities
no physical interaction within
the group

Setbacks

               Bernice Go (Founder)
                         Personally, my perspective of my whole                
                     community changed wholly. Originally, 
I believed to have known lots about it but only now had I
begun to realize that I have merely grazed the surface. 
In the past, I was an impulsive buyer who bought whatever I
had desired. Because of this, I had become more money
conscious because instead of the money for luxury, I could
use it to help hundreds of families instead. With that being
said, I learned to treasure the things I have, to be 
more thoughtful when spending.

               Faith  Dy (Finance)
                         Through the activities we conducted, I                
                      learned like the vitality of certain skills needed
to ensure a group's success. This includes teamwork and
creativity. With the use of creativity, you could bring out the
best in every project by making it stand out. Teamwork, on
the other hand, was really necessary in any activity, requiring
constant communication. However, even then, there was
always gonna be misunderstandings but in the end, the vest 
least we can do is to try and minimize it. These learnings will
surely help me become a better team player.

Our 1st meeting back on April when we decided to form a group
Reaching 100 followers on Instagram for the first 4 days
Drafting proposal letters and emails
Making the cookies with friends for the church
Handing out the food packages to the families
Handing the care packages to the church
Seeing other people very grateful for the donations.
Creating animation with friends
Creating more contacts within the local district
Releasing our first TikTok videos
Hosting Google Meet for Business Tales for 50+ people
Talking with the different companies for The Job Hunt
Handing out the flyers to different people
Getting more than 40 people on our Discord server for the first day

Highlights

Our goal was to win. We sought the best project, the perfect one but as our projects
progressed, we gradually forgot this. Instead, we focused on helping others, on helping our
community, making us realize that winning shouldn’t be the goal, it shouldn’t be the priority. It
wasn’t about who had the biggest and greatest project. It was about helping serve the
community better. The joy and contentment of helping, serving others brought indefinite and
profound happiness. It was the pride of knowing that we’ve helped your community that
counts. The pride of knowing that you played an important role in society. Through these
experiences, we discovered the feeling of fulfillment. 
We gained a passion to discover more about our community, and
the problems it faced. It seemed like the more we knew, the 
more we wanted to help. Generally, seeing a lot of people 
with nothing to eat, we were able to reflect much more on
ourselves. Even with all our needs given to us, we 
never felt contented while the people out there couldn't even
complain when they had nothing to eat, or no place to call home. 
We learned and discovered the value of contentment. 

There is no way to achieve zero hunger in one place forever but it
doesn't take much to try. While preparing for the long-term projects,
we started with small-scale ones like the donation drives. By doing
so, we are able to get a grasp on what to expect for the long-term
ones. The long-term projects focused on looking for ways in which
these people would be able to fend for themselves. This included
looking for jobs that fit their education and qualities, helping them
build the necessary skills, and exposing them to the business
environment. Knowing that they can make a larger impact for the
future, they continue to increase the scales of their project.

Discovering the value of contentment and fulfillment is no 
easy feats, causing tremendous changes to our lives. A spindrift
is now stingy in term of purchasing luxury items. A nerd before is
now immersed in making connections. An introvert, is now
coordinating with government agencies, and the list goes on.

Group Learnings

YOUR DREAM; OUR CAMPAIGNSEVEN PH

The Solution


